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The deliverable: 
 500 word essay 
 Body: structure within it seems open; do 

you have to answer all these questions or 
are they meant to be suggestive? What 
does the rubric suggest? 

  “Describe” plus answer 3 questions 



Getting started 
  Explore the assignment  
  Make rough notes 
  Pick a tentative topic 
  Make an appointment at the writing centre for 

later in the week 
  Get feedback on your draft/revise 
  Work on style and lower order concerns 
  Proofread, consult checklist for assignment 



  Invention [prewriting] 
 Arrangement [organizing the draft] 
  Style [working on sentences and words] 



How should you get started? 
Prewriting strategies: 
 Brainstorming 
 Note-taking 
  Sample thesis statements 
  Idea maps 
 Talking, reading—see suggestions in 

assignment: Dorit + textbook 



Three questions to ask about a working 
thesis: 

1. Is it specific? 
2. Is is manageable for this assignment? 
3. Is it interesting for your readers? 

Sample thesis for this assignment: 



As new research appears in the study of 
bacteria, some argue that we need to re-
think our conceptions of the role of 
antibiotic compounds in bacteria. Older 
understandings of antibiotic compounds 
characterized them narrowly by focusing 
on their behavior in large concentrations. 
But new research challenges that view. 
For example, Dorit (2009) argues that  . . . 



  Routes of resistance in antibiotic bacteria have 
evolved in response to overuse of prescriptions 
in ways that have created problems, particularly 
resistant strains of bacteria. 

  Antibiotic compounds are a key concept in 
biology because they affect many aspects of 
human life in a global society. The recent 
concerns with Ecoli contamination are just the 
latest example of how important antibiotic 
compounds are. 



Write something leading into the answers of the 
questions:  

  There’s a lot of talk about antibiotic compounds 
as they pertain to human use.  And more 
recently we are coming to understand the roles 
of these compounds in the bacteria’s lifestyle, 
particularly the role of the “environmental 
resistome.” Ultimately, a more sophisticated 
understanding of these compounds will lead to 
better uses of them. 



 What are the two distinct roles of these 
compounds in the life history of bacteria? 

 Role 1: kill bacteria 
 Environmental competition 

 Role 2:  signalling 
  Intercellular communication for survival, 

mutation 



 How does the concentration of these 
compounds influence their effects on 
bacterial cells? 

 Large concentrations work to kill 
bacteria; small concentrations do the 
opposite 

 Different concentrations can make 
different signals between cells 



What does the existence of environmental 
resistome suggest about the natural 
function of antibiotic compounds in the 
bacterial ecosystem? 



 How does the widespread natural 
resistance to antibiotics relate to the 
clinical and agricultural uses of these 
compounds in the future? 

Your own thoughts:  
  increasingly ineffective;  
  reliance increases as the immune system 

weakens;  
 need to create new antibiotics;  



 Order of the questions: Describe, 
Q1Q2Q3 

 Pyramid style—most general to most 
specific;  

 order of relevance—human effect, then 
the biology of the life cycle of the cell 



 Get a “trusted reader” to get feedback 
 Consider using other students in the 

course or the writing centre for this 
 Ask readers to read for specific purposes: 

thesis, structure, transitions, development 
of a particular paragraph or idea 



 Towards the due date, switch your focus 
from higher-order concerns 
(arrangement, arguments, evidence) to 
lower-order concerns: proofreading, 
grammar, citation format, grammar/
spelling 

 Make appointments at C4W 
 Consider getting a handbook to help you 

with your writing 


